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Executive Summary 
 

This report has undergone several iterations due to three changes to the date when the Temporary 
Danger Area (TDA) for the Spaceport 1 (SP-1) vertical launch rocket site at Scolpaig is required 
namely: September 2021; November 2021; and latterly June 2022.  Furthermore, the TDA eastern 
boundary was expanded in August 2021, (following extensive safety evaluation) and a second round 
of formal engagement was conducted.  Therefore, some stakeholders have responded more than once 
due to new timings being affected by other airspace considerations.  The report was further updated 
following Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) feedback and input from Sollas airfield interested parties; this 
report is now submitted to the CAA as issue 4.  
 
The TDA at Scolpaig is required to enable sub-orbital sounding rocket launches from Scolpaig into the 
existing EG D701 Danger Areas.   This temporary airspace change, a relatively small volume of 
airspace over the Spaceport-1 (SP-1) site, provides the necessary segregation of hazardous activities 
around the launch site.  Linking the TDA to the D701 Danger Areas enables a variety of sounding 
rockets to be launched into a safe environment of pre-defined dimensions with existing proven airspace 
management, surveillance and clear range procedures in place.  Furthermore, use of D701 reduces 
the need to design a completely new modular structure for relatively few launches.  Moreover, any 
such new structure would not have the benefit of being integrated into the existing airspace 
management and flight planning systems operated by EUROCONTROL Network Manager (NM).  
 
Despite the small size of the airspace and location, in an area of low populous with very little aviation 
activity below 7000ft, the Sponsor has undertaken engagement activities with a wide number of aviation 
stakeholders.  When considering stakeholder engagement, the Sponsor recognised that the small fillet 
of airspace required for the TDA was only part of the story and the subsequent activation of the 
necessary D701 Danger Areas in support of SP-1 operations had a much wider effect and impact on 
some stakeholders; in particular Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs), North Atlantic (NAT) Airline 
Operators (AOs); and, the Ministry of Defence (MOD).   
 
Due to COVID restrictions, the change Sponsor conducted all engagement by email, telephone and 
several WebEx events.  The airspace change Sponsor is fully conversant with the issues associated 
with activation of the D701 complex and was able to predict and mitigate some of the feedback in 
advance.  Due to this and early engagement with key stakeholders, it was considered appropriate to 
scale the engagement timelines accordingly.   
 
The engagement process revealed that the size of the TDA fillet of airspace was only of concern to the 
users of the beach landing strip at Sollas.   The extension of the eastern boundary of the TDA in August 
2021 meant the Sollas beach landing strip was now encompassed within the TDA and concern was 
raised regarding the Sollas annual fly-in event that occurs in the summer.  Furthermore, users of the 
landing strip outside the annual fly-in event were also worried that the TDA would impact on their use 
of the landing strip and it was suggested the TDA boundary should be moved.  Research revealed use 
of the landing strip to be extremely limited outside the annual fly-in event and, when balanced against 
the infrequent planned use of the TDA, it was considered that it would not be cost effective to redesign 
the TDA and induce additional risk to the program.   Moreover, it was agreed with the organisers that 
the TDA would not be activated during the weekend of the annual Sollas fly-in on 23 and 24 July 2022. 
 
The main ANSP challenged D701 use, concluding that this was not the most efficient use of airspace 
and proffered that a standalone bespoke airspace design solution would be more effective, requiring 
less airspace.  The use of the D701 areas and existing letters of agreement was also disputed based 
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on the fact the airspace change for D701 and subsequent agreements approved in 2014, was for MOD 
activity only, not commercial use.  MOD raised concern regarding deconfliction and prioritisation of SP-
1 activities against MOD use of D701, as well as the commercial processes that would enable SP-1 to 
operate in D701 without any MOD liability.  A series of WebEx meetings were held to fully understand 
the concerns raised by these key stakeholders and to establish a way forward.  Although agreement 
was reached on how to address the MOD issues, not all the ANSP areas could be addressed, in 
particular those that involved regulatory or government policy decisions.  The Sponsor carefully 
evaluated the suggestion of a bespoke airspace TDA design solution rather than using the existing 
D701 areas but concluded that the benefits of the latter far outweighed any potential reduction in 
airspace volume required for sounding rockets. 
 
Following the formal engagement rounds, the Sponsor continued to work with the MOD to reach 
agreement on the principles of using D701 for SP-1 sounding rocket launches.  As SP-1 launches will 
be conducted using largely MOD sponsored airspace (D701), MOD equipment and MOD contracted 
personnel at the MOD Hebrides Range, it has been agreed that all launches will effectively come under 
MOD jurisdiction and commercial approvals process (between QinetiQ and MOD). This means current 
Letters of Agreement (LoAs) and Airspace Management (ASM) procedures in place regarding the use 
of D701 will be used and SP-1 launches will be subject to these (and restrictions contained therein) as 
for any other activity in D701 approved by the MOD.  Having reached a solution, it was agreed these 
principles would be captured in a new LoA between MOD, SP-1 and QinetiQ; a draft LoA has been 
developed.   
 
Another concern raised was the short lead in time from engagement to TDA implementation; both the 
September and November timelines were a challenge to ANSPs and airspace managers alike and 
these concerns were reflected in several of the stakeholder’s comments.  It is considered that the 
revised timeline for the TDA for June 2022, alleviates many of these concerns and will allow the 
necessary processes and procedures to be implemented in time. 
 
The remainder of the stakeholders generally focussed on the assurance that access to the TDA and 
adjacent D701 areas would be enabled in the same fashion as the current access to D701.  The 
Sponsor recognised that the detailed operational considerations associated with SP-1 activities (and 
limitations imposed) were crucial in tackling the various stakeholder’s worries.  These considerations 
are captured in the report accordingly along with the details of stakeholder engagement, feedback, and 
resolution of concerns highlighted, as well as ongoing work. 
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1 Introduction 

The report is compiled as part of the Airspace Change Proposal (ACP) process prescribed in Civil 
Aviation Publication (CAP) 1616 [A] for temporary airspace changes and the Civil Aviation Authority 
(CAA) policy letter for Danger Areas (DAs) and Temporary Danger Areas (TDAs) [B].  ACP-2021-37 
has been commenced in order to establish segregated airspace in the form of a TDA around the 
Spaceport 1 (SP-1) launch site on the Outer Hebrides. QinetiQ is the Sponsor for the airspace change 
process. 
 
The Spaceport 1 (SP-1) consortium led by the local council, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, comprising 
Highlands & Islands Enterprises (HIE), private investors and QinetiQ, are developing, subject to 
planning consent, a vertical launch spaceport located at Scolpaig, North Uist.  This site is being 
developed as an opportunity in support of the UK government’s spaceflight programme, ‘LaunchUK’, 
which aspires to grow the UK’s global market share of the space sector to 10% by 2030 and be at the 
forefront of small satellite launch capability. 
 
A permanent airspace change for SP-1 is in progress (ACP-2021-12 refers) however, this is unlikely 
to be implemented before late 2023 and there is a commercial demand to launch a limited number of 
sub-orbital sounding rockets in 2022.  The first launch was planned for September 2021 but it was 
evident this timeline was probably too ambitious for a number of reasons including the concerns of 
stakeholders.  The first launch was subsequently postponed to November 2021 however, this was 
further delayed due to a number of factors not all related to the ACP process.  The first launch is 
currently planned for 13 June 2022, with a further four launches thereafter all within the 90 day period.  
It is expected that demand for launches will continue beyond the 90 day TDA period and similar 
additional periods may be necessary to undertake subsequent launches; the Sponsor will follow the 
process detailed in CAP 16161 to meet any additional requirement. 
 
The intention is to launch a variety of different sounding rockets from the SP-1 site into the existing 
Hebrides Range Danger Areas, EG2 D701.  Utilising the existing D701 areas enables many different 
sounding rocket types, with varying capabilities, to be launched and contained safely within existing 
segregated airspace. Activation of the TDA and subsequent D701 areas will be by Notice To Airman 
(NOTAM) using the extant processes and procedures pertaining to D701; (the TDA will effectively 
become an extension to D701 using exactly the same notification, control and Range clearance 
procedures as agreed with the MOD).  
 
The SP-1 site at Scolpaig currently lies beneath Class G unregulated airspace but is only a few miles 
from the D701 complex.  As sounding rocket launches will pose a risk to other airspace users, there is 
a requirement to safely segregate such activity to minimise risk.  Segregation can be achieved by 
establishing a small fillet of airspace between the existing D701 and D704 Danger Areas as shown in 
Figure 1.  Note; this design was updated on 19 August 2021 from that initially proposed in May 2021, 
following additional safety analysis. 
 

                                                
1 CAP1616 page 88 paragraph 297 refers. 

2 EG is the Intentional Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) prefix for UK reserved/segregated airspace with 
the ‘D’ designating a Danger Area 
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Figure 1: Revised Proposed TDA over SP-1 Launch Site Necessary for Sounding Rocket Launch into 
the Hebrides Range D701 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to demonstrate that the Sponsor has followed due process as defined in 
CAP 1616 [A] and CAA policy letter for DAs and TDAs [B], for a temporary airspace change; 
demonstrating that the appropriate level of stakeholder engagement and safety analysis has been 
undertaken.   
 

SP-1 Launch Site 
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1.2 Report Structure 

The report is split into the following sections 
 

 Section 1 – Introduction: 
o Purpose 
o Structure 

 Section 2 – TDA Design 
o Safety Analysis 
o TDA Design Options 

 Section 3 – Stakeholder Engagement: 
o Stakeholder Identification 
o Engagement Methods 
o Engagement Chronology 
o Flights below 7000ft 
o Summary of Stakeholder Feedback 
o SP-1 Operational Considerations & Design Following Feedback 
o Final TDA Design Post Stakeholder Feedback 
o Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) Supplement (SUPP) Draft Submission 

 Section 4 – Draft AIP Supp Submission 

 Section 5 - Environmental Noise Assessment and Engagement 

 Section 6 – Monitoring Complaints 

 Section 7 – Next Steps 

 Section 8 – Glossary 

 Section 9 - References 

 Appendices 
o A – List of Stakeholders 
o B – Stakeholder Feedback Evidence 
o C – Environmental Impact Assessment Extract – Noise & Vibration 

 
 

2 Safety Analysis Affecting TDA Design 

2.1 Safety Analysis – Factors Affecting Determination of TDA Parameters 

There are two generic risks to other airspace users from launch activities: 

 Collision with a sounding rocket during a nominal flight profile – this is where the sounding 
rocket flight is following the intended path; and, 

 Collision with all or parts of a sounding rocket that has failed – this is where a sounding rocket 
fails to follow the intended flight path and/or fails explosively on the launch pad or in flight. 

Clearly, in both cases, it is vital that risk is managed such other airspace users are not exposed to 
additional hazards associated with the activities, and the most effective way to achieve this is to 
segregate the sounding rockets from other airspace users through the establishment of a TDA. 
 
When designing the dimensions of the TDA both generic risks are considered.  The shape of the TDA 
is determined by these risks but also by the proximity of the existing Danger Areas, D701 and D704.  
The aim of the TDA is to provide segregated airspace connectivity to the D701 complex to the north 
and west.  Any hazards existing beyond the western or northern boundary of the TDA can be safely 
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segregated by activating the appropriate D701 areas.  It is not intended to use D704 to the south 
however, the boundary of D704 provides a convenient demarcation line for the southern boundary of 
the TDA; this boundary line is more than adequate to contain all credible hazards as depicted in Figure 
3.  Therefore, the line of most significant interest is the eastern boundary of the TDA.  Initial analysis 
indicated that this line could be drawn between the point where D701E joins with D701F to the point 
where D704 joins D701Y; the initial TDA design.  However, following significant safety analysis of 
several sounding rocket types and considering the worst case (an 11m rocket), it became apparent 
that the original TDA design might be too small to contain all credible hazards.  It was therefore decided 
to expand the TDA airspace to the east as depicted in Figure 1.  Although this airspace may be larger 
than is needed, it is considered the safest option as not all safety data is yet available for each sounding 
rocket type.  Furthermore, using pre-existing Aeronautical Data Quality (ADQ) approved points is the 
simplest (and probably safest solution) in terms of airspace management as they already feature in the 
EUROCONTROL flight planning process systems used by the Network Manager (NM). 
 
The following safety analysis is based upon the experience of QinetiQ in supporting numerous large 
area weapons firings on the MOD Hebrides Range, including the 12 suborbital rocket launches 
conducted there since 2015.  This allows an assessment of what safety areas are achievable in 
practice.   For the purpose of this assessment, QinetiQ are considering the maximum TDA area that 
might reasonably be required for a launch.  It should be noted that the ground safety footprint also 
becomes a limiting factor in rocket size/capability and the TDA will contain all credible hazards within 
the maximum ground safety footprint available. 
 
2.1.1 Collision with a sounding rocket during a nominal flight profile 

Nominal flight profiles include all of the numerous possible minor variations to the intended flight profile, 
all of which would be considered to meet the mission parameters.   
 
Unguided Sounding Rockets - Unguided sounding rockets adopt an initial flight path determined by 
the launch tower arrangement.  In all cases the launch tower will have an elevation (from horizontal) of 
88° or less.  Depending on the sounding rocket boost phase characteristics, it may remain essentially 
on the initial elevation angle for a short period of time but will be progressively and increasingly affected 
by gravity, having the effect of continuously reducing the elevation angle during the flight. Therefore, 
as all launch azimuths are west or northwest, no point on a nominal flight path can be further east than 
the position of the launch pad.   
 
Guided Sounding Rockets – For a guided sounding rocket, the launch may be canted to the west as 
for the unguided rockets; however, it is expected that in the majority of cases, the sounding rocket will 
be launched vertically (e.g. an elevation from horizontal of 90°).   
 
In either case, the guided sounding rocket will assess their current flight parameters, compare these 
to the planned flight parameters and apply corrections in order to achieve the planned flight profile.   
 
Wind drift effects for nominal launch flight profiles: 
 
During flight of non-exo-atmospheric projectiles, both powered and unpowered, it is possible for the 
trajectory to be affected by the presence of wind.  A controlled projectile will be designed to compensate 
for deviations in planned trajectories caused by external influences, but it is possible for wind effects 
to cause an uncontrolled projectile to exit from the TDA. 
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The effect of wind on projectile trajectories is likely to be most significant when its forward speed is at 
its lowest, such as at ballistic apogee with a broadside wind or, during a near vertical launch. The 
amount of deviation caused will be dependent on, amongst other things: 
 

 The projectile’s incident airflow direction and speed (a combination of projectile airspeed and 
direction and wind speed and direction); 

 Air pressure; and, 

 A coefficient, or aerodynamic derivative, known as the Longitudinal Moment (also known as 
Yaw Moment), which depends on the projectile’s physical configuration.  
 

Furthermore, if the speed of final descent is controlled by parachute, then once again the trajectory of 
that descent will be significantly affected by wind speed and direction.  
 
The effects of wind on all phases of flight will be considered during the mission safety analysis for each 
launch. The analysis may show that under certain wind conditions, there will be an unacceptable 
probability of the projectile exiting the TDA.  Wind conditions would be assessed on the day of launch 
and the launch delayed or aborted if the calculated safety limits were exceeded.  Therefore, for any 
launch, the probability of wind related excursion from the TDA will be reduced to be as low as 
reasonably possible to ensure that airspace users outside the TDA will not be exposed to any 
unacceptable risk. 
 
Conclusion for nominal launches:  
 
The main risk to other airspace users is therefore determined to be downrange, which is a sector from 
the southwest to the northwest of the launch pad location. The TDA, by connecting to the D701 Danger 
Areas, ensures adequate segregated airspace to contain all credible hazards.  As the trajectory of the 
rockets will always be in this westerly sector, the airspace to the east of the launch pad does not need 
to be as big and only needs to be of sufficient volume to contain a rocket vehicle failure as described 
in 2.1.2. 
 
2.1.2 Collision with all or parts of a sounding rocket that has failed 

A failed or “off-nominal” sounding rocket is any one where the rocket fails to complete a complete 
nominal flight profile. 

There are several possible failure scenarios, each of which could cause a hazard to an airspace user.  
Considering these in turn we have: 

 A sounding rocket exploding on the launch pad; 

 A sounding rocket exploding during an otherwise nominal flight; 

 A sounding rocket deviating from the nominal flightpath and exploding; and, 

 A sounding rocket deviating from the nominal flightpath and remaining in one piece. 

Explosions may be due to a failure or due to flight termination; however, the cause isn’t critical to this 
assessment. 

Scenario 1: Sounding Rocket Exploding on the Launch Pad  

To examine the risk associated with a sounding rocket exploding on the launch pad, the largest 
sounding rocket anticipated to be launched from SP-1 may be considered as the worst case.  This 
rocket is an 11 metre guided vehicle with a propellant mass of circa 1.5 tons.  Utilising the United States 
(US) Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) and US Department of Defence (DoD) methodologies for 
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calculating Hazardous Fragment Distances (HFD), this sounding rocket attracts a safety zone of 
approximately 426m radius from the pad as depicted in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Diagram Depicting Indicative HFD Following Catastrophic Sounding Rocket Failure on the 
Launch Pad 

Scenario 2: Sounding Rocket Exploding During the Ascent Phase  

When considering a sounding rocket exploding during the ascent phase the normal safety approach is 
to model the dispersion of fragments for a rocket exploding at a series of points during the boost phase, 
for a variety of wind/atmospheric conditions.  The analysis used for this scenario is the worst case 
rocket, on the planned flightpath, which has been modelled for explosive failure at 10, 20 and 30 
seconds, after launch during the ‘worst case wind conditions’ (considered to be the maximum wind 
velocity that any rocket can be launched in).   

HFD 426m Radius 
From Launch Pad 
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This debris field analysis was then cross referenced with the sounding rocket safety data provided for 
use on the MOD Hebrides Range; both were similar.  The comparison of data provided confidence that 
the maximum dispersion of debris following catastrophic failure after launch was no more than 6.1km 
from the launch pad in any direction during the worst case wind conditions as shown in Figure 3.  It 
should be noted that the ground safety footprint might preclude rockets being launched in certain wind 
conditions where this causes debris to fall over the land areas.  Therefore, the hazard to both the east 
and south of the launch pad would be significantly reduced. 

 

 

Figure 3 : Indicative Fragmentation Limit Worst Case Wind Conditions From Any Direction 

 
Scenario 3: Sounding Rocket Deviating from the Planned Flightpath due to a Failure, and 
Exploding either due to a Failure or due to Flight Termination  
 
This situation combines two types of failure namely the sounding rocket deviating from its nominal 
flightpath and either breaking up (due to a sudden dynamic deviation causing structural failure), or is 

Indicative Fragmentation 
Limit 
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flight terminated (explosively) having deviated from the planned flight path by a predetermined distance 
and/or for a predetermined time.  
 
These distances and times will be launcher specific and all the relevant data will be evaluated for each 
launch on a case-by-case basis.  However, discussions with operators and the experience gathered 
on the MOD Hebrides Range supports using a time of 5 seconds between deviation beginning and the 
initiation of flight termination. 
 
Due to the nature of sub-orbital launches, the rockets used are either unguided or, for guided systems, 
are capable of course correction, they should not however be considered manoeuvrable.  The effect is 
that while the deviation flightpath may over time result in a significant positional change from that 
planned, in 5 seconds the deviation from the nominal flightpath will be relatively small.   
 
Sounding rockets, even guided versions, are designed to withstand thrust along the axis of the rocket. 
Note that despite the name, guided sounding rockets are only capable of gentle course correction (low 
g manoeuvers).  While there is some inherent capability to withstand off-axis thrust, the drive to 
minimise vehicle weight and their pencil-like shape makes manoeuvrability very limited.  Sudden 
changes of direction will therefore cause structural failure of the vehicle and it will break up rather than 
achieving a significant deviation.   
 
Low g deviations at very low speed, close to launch, may result in a more significant change of direction 
in a short time; however, the distance travelled will be small due to the low speed.  As the speed rises, 
low g manoeuvers will inherently move the rocket less and less distance off its flightpath within the 
flight termination time allowed.   This is one reason why unguided sounding rockets use launch rails – 
lateral deviation is constrained until speed has risen significantly. 
 
The result is that this scenario does not change the proposed TDA as the debris would still be contained 
within the 6.1km area from the launch pad or, will be sufficient distance down range from the launch 
pad that the debris will be contained in the D701 Danger Areas.  

 

Scenario 4: Sounding Rocket Deviating from the Planned Flightpath, due to a Failure, and 
remaining Unitary  
 
Unguided sounding rockets all launch from rails pointing downrange.  Baring catastrophic failure early 
in flight, covered in scenarios 1 and 2, all of their hazards are inherently constrained to a downrange 
footprint.  Even in failure cases such as the loss of a fin, the rocket will break up downrange.  There is 
therefore, no credible risk from an unguided sounding rocket to airspace users outside the TDA and 
associated D701 areas3. 
 
It is expected that guided rockets will always be fitted with flight termination systems to mitigate the 
hazard created by their inherent capability to achieve a slow and steady deviation from their nominal 
trajectory (given that they enter an appropriate failure mode).  Therefore, the flight termination system 
becomes an integral part of the overall safety analysis process associated with guided rockets.  Each 
guided rocket system will also be extensively tested before use and will need to meet specific legislative 
requirements associated with the rocket operator’s licence so the risk of failure is reduced.  Similarly, 
the flight termination system will undergo extensive testing and pre-flight checks; based on experience 

                                                
3 Those D701 areas that are activated to contain sounding rocket launch hazards (paragraph [3.6] 
refers). 
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of utilising such systems at QinetiQ managed Ranges, failure of these systems is considered a low 
probability event.  The flight termination system may be initiated by the guidance system and/or by 
ground control. While there might be a trigger from the flight control computer to the flight termination 
system, these are required to be separate systems and therefore the failure of both will require 
independent simultaneous failures to prevent operation.  The chance of these failures occurring at the 
same time reduces the probability of an unterminated deviating rocket leaving segregated airspace, to 
incredibly low. 
 
2.2 Initial TDA Options 

During the detailed safety analysis and comparison of data between sounding rockets and rockets 
already fired on the Hebrides Range, it was evident that the design at Figure 1 provided adequate 
segregated airspace to ensure all credible hazards associated with a variety of potential sounding 
rocket launches were contained.  It is recognised that using the pre-existing ADQ points at the junction 
of D701E and D701F is a convenient design for the eastern boundary line however, this design also 
enables flexibility in choice of launch trajectories and subsequent selection of required D701 areas.  
Furthermore, as the safety data pertaining to all potential sounding rockets is not yet known, it should 
enable more launch options to be available for a wider variety of rocket providers. 
 
It is notable that no respondent registered concern about with the size of the proposed TDA for either 
the original design or the expanded final solution as depicted at Figure 1 other than users of Sollas 
beach landing site.  Here the main concern was with regard to the annual summer Sollas fly-in weekend 
event.  It has subsequently been agreed not to activate the TDA during this event on 23 and 24 July 
2022.  It was further evaluated that the limited use of the beach landing site (see paragraph [3.6]) and 
the expected rationed use of the TDA, did not warrant a reduction in size of the TDA when balanced 
against the possibility of limiting the number of potential sounding rocket providers who could then use 
the site.  Furthermore, given the associated D701 areas that would always need to be activated 
regardless of sounding rocket range (D701C and Y or, D701 C and E); it is considered that there would 
be no benefit in having a smaller TDA available given the ‘blocking’ effect of the adjacent D701 areas.  
 
 

3 Stakeholder Engagement 

3.1 Stakeholder Identification 

Due to the location of the SP-1 site and relatively small volume of temporary airspace being created 
under the ACP, it was considered that a reduced targeted key stakeholder engagement would be 
necessary.  In the interests of transparency, the Sponsor did include several National Air Traffic 
Management Advisory Committee (NATMAC) members although as expected, the responses were 
very limited.   
 
Although the TDA airspace is of small volume, the Sponsor identified that the activation of this airspace 
enabled uninterrupted segregated airspace connectivity to all the D701 Danger Areas and it was the 
activation of these areas that would cause the greatest impact on other airspace stakeholders.  Based 
on the Sponsor’s wide knowledge, experience and understanding of the design, operating procedures 
and Letters of Agreement (LoA) pertaining to the Hebrides Range, it was fairly straightforward 
identifying the key stakeholders (utilising information used for the Hebrides Range ACP in 2014 and 
current regular engagement with stakeholders affected by Range activities).  It was noted at the CAA 
assessment meeting that some of these stakeholders operated helicopters from a number of different 
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companies; the CAA forwarded a comprehensive list of these companies to the Sponsor who was able 
to add them to the engagement list.  Furthermore, as a result of CAA feedback the Sponsor reached 
out to users of the Sollas beach landing site.  Following the WebEx meetings and subsequent update 
of the TDA it was also decided to engage with the UK Airspace Management Cell (AMC) given their 
functional input into the D701 complex. 
 
3.2 Engagement Methods 

Due to COVID restrictions, the main engagement method was through email correspondence and 
telephone calls, the latter were evidenced through a follow up email confirming discussions and 
agreements.  WebEx meetings were held, firstly with MOD to address the many points raised in their 
response and secondly, with NATS where it was deemed necessary to have two such events, the latter 
with the CAA in attendance.   
 
3.3 Engagement Chronology 

The following list of main stakeholders at [Table 1] were contacted in advance of the CAA formal 
assessment meeting in the interests of expediency necessary because of the challenging original 
timeline of the TDA process and submission of data to meet the AIP SUPP publication cycle, for a 
proposed September launch: 

Stakeholder Engagement Method Date Sent Remarks 

Highlands and 
Islands Airports 
Ltd (HIAL) 
Benbecula, Barra 
and Stornoway 

Email and Power Point 
Presentation (PPP) sent 
detailing basic TDA 
requirements 

Email exchange 

Email exchange 

Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

Letter detailing updated TDA 

Letter notifying updated timeline 

Email exchange 

 

 
Email exchange 

9 Mar 21 

 
 
 

11 Mar 21 

17 Mar 21 

5 May 21 
 

19 Aug 21 

17 Nov 22 

3 Feb 22 

 
 

21 Feb 22 

Initial engagement also 
included information on 
permanent airspace change 
and requested local aviation 
stakeholder contact details  

 
 
Response received 
 

No additional comments 

No response 

Arranging Haz ID meeting, 
info on App and Dep 
procedures  

Aircraft movements summer 
2019 

Loganair Email as sent to Benbecula 9 
Mar 21 

Email exchange 

 

Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

17 Mar 21 

18 Mar 21 

 

5 May 21 

Benbecula forwarded details 
of SP-1 to Loganair 

Introduction, details of At Sea 
Demonstration/Formidable 
Shield (ASD/FS21) and SP-1 

No response 
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Letter detailing updated TDA 

Letter notifying updated timeline 

Email requesting route 
information and frequency of 
flights 

19 Aug 21 

17 Nov 21 

3 Feb 22 

No response 

No response 

Details of routes received & 
maximum number of flights 
per day 

Northern 
Lighthouse Board 
(NLB) 

Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

Letter detailing updated TDA 

Letter notifying updated timeline 

5 May 21 

 
19 Aug 21 

17 Nov 21 

Response received 

 
No response 

No response 

MOD DAATM Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

WebEx 

Letter detailing updated TDA 

Letter notifying updated timeline 

WebEx 

5 May 21 

 

8 Jun 21 

19 Aug 21 

17 Nov 21 

11 Jan 22 

Email exchange 

 

Discussion MOD response 

No additional comments 

Acknowledged 

Agreement reached on use of 
D701 and additional LoA 

MOD DAAM Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

Telephone discussion  

Letter detailing updated TDA 

Letter notifying updated timeline 

5 May 21 

 
11 May 21 

19 Aug 21 

17 Nov 21 

Email exchange 

 
Response recorded 

No additional comments 

Acknowledged 

NATS 

 

Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

WebEx 

 
 
WebEx 

 
Letter detailing updated TDA 

Email referencing delay to 2022 

Email notifying change to 
timeline and request for 
information 
Letter notifying updated timeline 

Email requesting information 
with proposed FBZs 

5 May 21 

 
15 Jun 21 

 
 

7 Jul 21 

 
19 Aug 21 

8 Sep 21 

26 Oct 21 

 

17 Nov 21 

25 Jan 22 

 

Email exchange 
 

Discussions on NATS 
response, issues and points of 
clarification. 

Further discussion with CAA 
in attendance 

Detailed additional comments 
received 

No response 

 

No response 

No response 
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Email chasing response to 25 
Jan 22 FBZ design 

17 Feb 22 Response 2 Mar 22 
suggesting EUROCONTROL 
input 

Table 1: List of Key Stakeholder Engagement Prior to CAA Formal Assessment Meeting 

In addition, the following targeted stakeholder engagement at [Table 2] was conducted post the CAA 
formal assessment meeting: 
 

Stakeholder Engagement 

Details 

Date Sent Remarks 

Highlands and Islands 
Airports Ltd (HIAL) 
Head Office 

Email sent detailing basic 
airspace requirements  

Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

Letter detailing updated 
TDA 

Letter notifying updated 
timeline 

27 Apr 21 

 

18 May 21 
 

19 Aug 21 
 

17 Nov 21 

Sent before assessment 
meeting but not specific to 
TDA 
Response received 

 
No response 

No response 

 

Maritime Coast Guard 
Agency (MCA) 

 

Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

Letter detailing updated 
TDA 

Letter notifying updated 
timeline 

18 May 21 

 
19 Aug 21 

 
17 Nov 21 

Response received 

 
No response 

No response 

 

Selected NATMAC 
members as detailed 
at Appendix A 

Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

 

 

Letter detailing updated 
TDA 

Letter notifying updated 
timeline 

18 May 21 
and 2 Jun 
21 

 

19 Aug 21 
 

17 Nov 21 

 

A second email was sent on 2 
Jun as no responses received 

Addressees confirmed first 
email had been received 

No response 

No response 

 

Helicopter operators 
supporting MCA, 
police and other 
emergency services 

Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

Letter detailing updated 
TDA 

18 May 21 

 
19 Aug 21 

 

Response received 

 
No additional comments 
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Letter notifying updated 
timeline 

17 Nov 21 No response 

 

Irish Aviation Authority 
(IAA) 

 

Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

Letter detailing updated 
TDA 

Letter notifying updated 
timeline 

18 May 21 

 
19 Aug 21 

 
17 Nov 21 

Response received 

 
No response 

No response (watching brief 
at UK/Irish Functional 
Airspace Block (FAB) 
meetings) 

UK Airspace 
Management Cell 
(AMC) 

Letter detailing updated 
TDA 

Letter notifying updated 
timeline 

Email exchange Regarding 
FBZs 

19 Aug 21 

 
17 Nov 21 
 

2 Mar 22 

 

Response received 

 
Acknowledged 

Confusion regarding FBZs 
design responsibilities 

General Aviation 
Alliance (GAA) 

Email with PPP requesting 
formal response 

Letter detailing updated 
TDA 

Letter notifying updated 
timeline 

Email 

 

Letter containing TDA 
decision 

18 May 21 

 
19 Aug 21 

17 Nov 21 

12 Feb 22 
 
 
3 Mar 22 

 

No response 

 
No response 

No response 

Response regarding Sollas 
beach landing strip 

Letter explaining Sponsor’s 
position 

Sollas Annual Fly-in 
Coordinator 

Email exchange and letter 
detailing TDA 

 

Letter containing TDA 
decision 

10 Feb 22 

 

 
3 Mar 22 

TDA will not be activated 
during annual fly-in 23/24 Jul 
22 

Letter explaining Sponsor’s 
position 

Highlands & Islands 
Strut Light Aviation 
Association (LAA) 

Email exchange – offer to 
facilitate WebEx 

Letter containing TDA 
decision 

14 Feb 22 

 

3 Mar 22 

Request information on use of 
Sollas outside Fly-in event 

Letter explaining Sponsor’s 
position 

Highland Aviation Email and letter detailing 
TDA 

16 Feb 22 

 

No response 
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Letter containing TDA 
decision 

3 Mar 22 Letter explaining Sponsor’s 
position 

Table 2: Additional Stakeholder Engagement List and Follow on Engagement Details 

The timescale to achieve a first launch in September 2021 was considered challenging and the 
Sponsor elected to commence early discussion (March - May 2021) with several known key 
stakeholders before the CAA assessment meeting on 13 May; these included: 

 HIAL, Benbecula, Barra and Stornoway – due to the proximity of Benbecula airport to the 
proposed TDA site; 

 MOD - To understand the formal arrangements necessary to conduct SP-1 sounding rocket 
launches into D701 and other considerations; 

 NLB – Regular operators in D701; 

 NATS – As the affected en-route ANSP; and, 

 Loganair – The only scheduled commercial carrier operating to the Hebrides.  
 

The formal engagement process commenced on 18 May 2021 and, due to the challenging timeline to 
meet CAA review and Aeronautical Information Regulation And Control (AIRAC) deadlines, 
stakeholders were asked to respond within three weeks, specifically by 9 June 2021.  Several 
stakeholders responded within a few days and all main points have been consolidated; details can be 
found at para [3.5].  The selected NATMAC members were contacted twice as the Sponsor did not 
receive a single response after three weeks.  The second email did prompt two addressees to respond 
accordingly. 
 
With the first launch being deferred until November 2021 and, following more in depth safety analysis 
resulting in an increase in size of the TDA airspace volume, a second formal engagement process was 
undertaken commencing 18 August 2021.  In addition to these updates, the Sponsor was also able to 
present the expected D701 usage applicable to a number of different sounding rocket capabilities; this 
had been called for by NATS in their previous response. Furthermore, it was predicted that the TDA 
would support up to four launches in total during the 90 day period.  Stakeholders were respectfully 
asked to respond to the TDA and launch date change by 01 September 2021.  Again the timeline for 
responses had been compressed (to three weeks) to meet both CAA and AIRAC cycle deadlines, 
enabling a November launch.  It was considered reasonable to reduce the response time given the 
lack of concern over the original TDA design and the fact the new design was still contained between 
D701 and D704.   Moreover, the previously prescribed processes and procedures would remain 
unaffected.  This second engagement round prompted very few responses and those that did, with the 
exception of one, had nothing further to add from their initial response.  The Sponsor took the 
opportunity to invite the UK AMC to comment on the TDA proposal despite not being included in the 
initial round of engagement.  This decision was made based on the fact they attended one of the 
WebEx events and their involvement in the ASM procedures for the Hebrides Range. 
 
The Sponsor contacted all stakeholders a third time, on 17 November 2021, to notify a further delay to 
the TDA ACP with an expected first launch on 13 June 2022, followed by four subsequent launches 
within the 90 day period.  The opportunity was taken to advise stakeholders that the TDA ACP proposal 
had been submitted to the CAA and a redacted version was available on the CAA airspace portal.  
Furthermore, stakeholders were reminded of the intention to utilise the extant airspace management 
procedures for D701 and the TDA subject to formal agreement with the MOD.  It was further 
acknowledged that other key stakeholders directly affected by the TDA and D701 activation would be 
contacted in the New Year to formalise operational procedures and address issues highlighted in their 
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formal responses.  Stakeholders were reminded that they could contact the ACP Sponsor should they 
have any questions or require additional information.   
 
NATS, MOD, and Benbecula ATC were contacted in the New Year to move forward the outstanding 
actions from their formal feedback and WebEx meeting discussions.  A further WebEx was held with 
MOD on 11 Jan 22 where a solution was reached on the use of D701 in conjunction with the TDA.  The 
principles of this agreement are captured in a new LoA between MOD, SP-1 and QinetiQ; a draft LoA 
is currently under development and key elements are captured at paragraph [3.6].   
 
In January 2022 it was identified that the new proposed summer launch date might impact on the 
‘Sollas annual fly-in’ to the beach landing strip at Sollas that lies within the redesigned TDA boundary.  
The Sponsor contacted the coordinator and received a response raising concern regarding this annual 
event and the impact the TDA may have.  This was in conjunction with an email received from the 
programme manager for the General Aviation Alliance (GAA) whom raised concern that Sollas had not 
been included in the earlier rounds of engagement especially as the landing strip featured on the CAA 
VFR charts.  This was also followed by an email from the Highlands and Islands Strut of the Light 
Aviation Association (LAA), raising similar observations.  The Sponsor had endeavoured to gain 
information on the Sollas landing strip operator to ascertain usage and to open engagement but could 
only find information and contact details for the Sollas fly-in event.  The Sponsor therefore elected to 
engage with the GAA, LAA, Sollas annual Fly-in coordinator and Highland Aviation4 as the main 
interested parties at Sollas, adding them to the list of stakeholders for SP-1 ACPs.  It should be noted 
that the GAA were included in all engagement correspondence and launch timing update letters as 
detailed at Appendix B. 
 
3.4 Flights Below 7000ft 

It is acknowledged that the TDA will affect aircraft operating below 7000ft above ground level.  
However, local knowledge gained from Range operations (observing flight profiles) and discussions 
with Benbecula airport suggest little or no GA5 traffic other than the helicopter operators contacted as 
detailed at Appendix [9A] and the Sollas summer annual fly-in.  Furthermore, the only scheduled flights 
operating in this height band are Loganair who have stated the TDA will not adversely affect their 
operations.  In order to gain further clarification the Sponsor contacted Loganair to ascertain details of 
their summer schedule and routes flown.  It was confirmed that they anticipate operating no more than 
six flights (12 movements) a day in and out of Benbecula during the summer of 2022 (including cargo 
flights) and it is unlikely the flight profiles for any instrument approaches will be affected by the TDA 
activation (see Figure 4).  Benbecula ATC confirmed that for the summer of 2019 they handled an 
average of seven commercial movements and less than three GA movements per day during the 
summer months (June to August); this period included the Sollas fly-in.  Furthermore, they suggested 
that the revised TDA was only likely to affect a visual approach to Runway 06 from the North, where a 
minor re-route might be necessary.  However, it is anticipated that a maximum of three flights (six 
movements) will occur in the afternoon when the TDA could be active.  It is concluded therefore, that 
there will be little change in flight profiles below 7000ft that will affect the few local residents who live 

                                                
4 It was identified that Highland Aviation offered Gyrocopter beach landing training and one of the sites 
advertised for this purpose is Sollas.  The Sponsor contacted Highland Aviation but received no 
response. 

5 It is noted that there is an annual Sollas Fly-in to Benbecula during July and the Sponsor has confirmed 
with the Sollas coordinator that activation of the TDA will not take place during this period 23 and 24 July 
2022.  
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in the vicinity and resource expended on further detailed analysis of the exact routes flown when the 
TDA is active, would be disproportionate when considering the number of flights involved (three). 
 

 

Figure 4: AIP Extract Depicting Main Instrument Approach Charts to Runway 06 and Runway 24 at 
Benbecula 

 
3.5 Summary of Stakeholder Feedback 

The main stakeholder feedback was received from the MOD and NATS; these are detailed 
separately. 
 
MOD Feedback – The MOD sent a comprehensive response [Appendix 9B] and raised the following 
points for consideration: 

 Location of the TDA adjacent to D701 had negligible impact on MOD operations; 

 Radar mapping at Swanwick Military only updated quarterly in line with Aeronautical 
Information Regulation And Control (AIRAC) cycle; the TDA timeline would leave insufficient 
time to update their radar maps and temporary mitigations would have to be put in place;  

 The AMC request extant Airspace Management (ASM) protocols are used for D701; 

 It should not be assumed current procedures and practices for D701 are relevant or can be 
mapped across to rocket launch activity – further discussions necessary between MOD and 
QinetiQ; 

 MOD will assume exemptions to the Air Navigation Order (ANO) and other CAA approvals 
regarding the firing of rockets will be in place prior to first launch; 
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 Commercial agreement between QinetiQ and MOD regarding access and use of D701 will 
need to be ratified prior to the first launch and commercial activities prioritised against other 
Range users and fit with current MOD agreements and LoAs; further amplification: 

o The potential impact on Oceanic Entry Points (OEPs) and current limitations on 
number of closures per year needs to be considered; 

o The current LoA prescribing number of OEP closures is being re-drafted and due to 
changes in jamming requirements, the figures may change and factored into any 
agreements made; 

o Safety trace information will dictate the number of D701 areas needed and 
subsequent impact on other airspace users; 

o Launches may have to take place at certain times of the day to minimise impact on 
other airspace users; 

o Implications on Benbecula airport removing ATC cover and Danger Area Crossing 
Service (DACS) for D704 should be considered along with the re-write of the current 
LoA with Benbecula; 

 MOD wishes to understand procedures for enabling flights and operations of national security 
to enter/cross the TDA and associated D701 complex and provision for DACS/Danger Area 
Activity Information Service (DAAIS); furthermore, how ‘Clear Range’ will be effected for the 
TDA and associated D701 areas; and, 

 UK Space Operations Centre (UK SpOC) will require launch details in advance namely, 
launch area, drop and abort zones, mission profiles, tracking data frequencies and 
understanding go/no go criteria. 

MOD Feedback was discussed at length at the WebEx held 8 June 2021 and all points were 
addressed.  Details of the outcome of the WebEx are contained at Appendix 9B with relevant issues 
and concerns addressed in the ‘operational considerations’ detailed at paragraph [3.6].  MOD had no 
further comments following the TDA redesign in August. 
 
NATS Feedback – NATS provided detailed feedback, although the Sponsor considered some of the 
points raised were not relevant to the TDA and sub-orbital sounding rockets but were more suited to 
the final airspace solution for orbital rocket launch.  Furthermore, some of the concerns were related 
to government and CAA policy.  A copy of the letter containing NATS feedback is contained at 
Appendix 9B and is summarised as follows:  

 NATS cannot support TDA without issues being addressed to NATS satisfaction; 

 Clarification on how NATS work associated with TDA (e.g. Hazard Analysis) will be funded; 

 How will the existing QinetiQ/MOD/IAA/CAA/NATS LoA be affected in particular to OEP 
closures and number permitted to be closed each year; 

 Clarification required on whether additional Buffer Zones will be required or if rocket activity 
will be wholly contained in D701; 

 Clarification that no further buffer zones will be applied when free route airspace D1 is 
deployed in December 2021; 

 TDA would need to be included in Local and sub-regional airspace management support 
system (LARA); 

 Danger Area descriptors do not include rocket launch therefore associated safety assurance 
around them does not exist; 

 Clarity required on how SP-1 launches will be deconflicted from other launch sites in UK; 

 Clarification needed concerning how airspace management priorities, especially with regard 
to military activities such as jamming, will be coordinated with SP-1 launches; 
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 Consideration should be given to design protocols associated with these SP-1 launches and 
Global Positioning System (GPS) jamming; 

 Reference Period 3 (2020-2024) settlement to NATS is made when delays are attributable to 
Military Operations therefore, how will rocket launch activity be classified by the state where 
these cause delays; 

 Sponsor and CAA will need to agree acceptable impact in relation to General Air Traffic 
(GAT) with respect to rocket launch activities; 

 What happens if launch delayed, can launch times be adjusted to minimise impact on 
network; 

 How will pre-planning be coordinated with NATS Prestwick and who will determine priorities, 
GAT v Rocket launch; 

 What contingency arrangements are there for malfunction at launch and post launch; 

 Lat and Long coordinates need to be ADQ approved - NATS require dimensions of airspace; 

 Will launches use all D701 areas as depicted in briefing material, if not how will efficient use 
of airspace be managed; 

 Have the 5 Letter Name Codes (5LNCs) been reserved with International Codes And Route 
Designators (ICARD) to allow circumnavigation of TDA; 

 What is status of coordination with other ANSPs and states; 

 What is the duration of sounding rocket activity; 

 What is the impact on Oceanic airspace; 

 TDA will not meet AIRAC timescale therefore AIP SUPP required and timelines tight NATS 
will need to prepare a Temporary Operating Instruction (TOI) and Hazard Analysis; 

 Mapping changes to NATS equipment can only be made in March, Jun, Sep and Dec; and, 

 Two solutions - Delay TDA implementation to meet Dec AIRAC or, using a TOI procedural fix 
between Sep and Dec to bridge AIRAC gap; second option high risk due outcome of Hazard 
Analysis. 

 
All points raised by NATS were discussed during the ‘Microsoft Teams’ WebEx meeting convened on 
16 June 2021; details of the outcome are captured at Appendix 9B and main concerns summarised: 

 NATS wished to understand how their costs in supporting the establishment and activation of 
the TDA (development meetings with Sponsor, hazard analysis and TOI) would be funded as 
their main revenue is from the airlines who would be adversely affected by the TDA/D701 
activation and therefore would not receive any benefit from this work.  Furthermore, delays 
caused to the airlines as a result of MOD activity (normal use of D701) which NATS have to 
manage, are captured in NATS reporting period 3 settlement but no provision has been made 
for spaceport operations and additional usage of D701; 

 The convenience of using D701 may induce a demand for more airspace than is actually 
required for sounding rocket activities especially where these rockets are approved under the 
ANO and by definition have a limited range – NATS would prefer to see sub-divisions within 
D701 or even a bespoke area that was designed to contain the sounding rocket hazards 
rather than relying on the existing D701 Areas; and, 

 Despite recognising that extant ASM procedures for D701 will ease the notification and 
processes for SP-1 rocket launch NATS considered the current LoA, where the MOD was a 
main signatory, was not applicable.  The NATS position is that the LoA was agreed based on 
MOD use of the Range and this did not consider other ‘commercial’ users activating D701 at 
additional times; they consider this as a new requirement and one that needs to be 
renegotiated regarding activation periodic and process in order to safeguard their operations 
and impact on the ATM network in the UK. 
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NATS provided additional feedback following the second round of engagement in September: 

 Due to the introduction of Free Route Airspace there is an imperative to establish a Flight 
Planning Buffer Zones (FBZ) around the proposed TDA noting the coordinates are to be ADQ 
compliant. 

 There is also a requirement to establish new reporting point to facilitate circumnavigation of 
the TDA. 

 FBZs and new reporting points requires joint effort of NATS, UK AMC and EUROCONTROL 
to implement – this necessitates a minimum of 3 month lead in time. 

 As the Sponsor cannot declare exactly which D701 areas will be utilised in conjunction with 
the TDA, NATS cannot conduct a meaningful impact assessment; furthermore NATS are 
unable to develop tactical plans in good time to ensure adequate and consistent briefing of 
staff and customers. 

 NATS concerned that time pressures may inhibit them conducting effective safety analysis 
and procedure development as well as controller familiarisation.  NATS encourage early 
engagement on developing the appropriate LoAs. 

 NATS would welcome definitive timelines for activation of the TDA in order to understand if 
sufficient time exists to complete the necessary work to support the TDA proposal. 

 Due to other demands on similar airspace by a different spaceport operator, it may become 
necessary for multi-ANSP prioritisation and coordination processes to be developed and 
completed before requested activations can be confirmed, in particular for any subsequent 
activations of the same illustrative airspace design. 

Other Stakeholder Feedback – The following summarised feedback was received from other 
stakeholders: 

 Highlands & Islands Airports Ltd (HIAL): 
o Support any extension to current LoA to include SP-1 TDA activities; 
o QinetiQ would need to support Benbecula airport in conducting a Hazard 

Identification/Analysis pertaining to SP-1 activities; 
o Ideal if TDA could be activated during periods of nil traffic; 
o If D704 needed to be activated this would require close coordination with the airport 

with Search and Rescue (SAR) activities taking precedence; and 
o TDA may affect visual approaches and Loganair were best placed to comment. 

 Northern Lighthouse Board (NLB): 
o No objection providing Notices to Mariners and Airmen are issued and NLB informed 

of activity in advance. 

 Maritime Coastguard Agency (MCA): 
o No objection providing activation is via NOTAM. 

 Bristow Helicopters – Feedback via MCA. 

 Babcock Aviation – No objection. 

 Gamma Aviation – No objection providing access can be obtained as SOP for TDAs. 

 2Excel Aviation – No objection. 

 British Helicopter Association – No objection. 

 Loganair – No objections raised. 

 Heavy Airlines (Virgin Atlantic): 
o Would like to see activities commence after 1600 UTC; 
o Consider historical NAT track data to establish peak/common periods in the year 

when Jetstream favoured NAT tracks over Scotland; and, 
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o Recommended spaceport operators to work with industry on developing airspace 
requirements/procedures. 

 Irish Aviation Authority (IAA): 
o Supports the TDA proposal; 
o Encourage launches post 1400 UTC; and, 
o Continued engagement with IAA and NATS to identify any potential issues. 

 UK Airspace Management Cell (AMC): 
o The AMC UK require a minimum of 3 months’ notice before a newly established TDA 

can be incorporated into the UK pre-tactical Airspace management process. 
o Any TDA that is established outside of the UK ASM process will be managed 

tactically. In this case (less than 3 months’ notice) the segregated airspace will be 
protected from incursion by the publication of a NOTAM and the protection that an 
ATC environment affords. After the 3-month lead in time, an “FUA flight planning 
restriction” may be established and managed by the UK AMC that will reject flight 
planned traffic during the pre-tactical phase as deemed appropriate. However, careful 
consideration must be given to this case where initially a tactical process for the TDA 
is coupled with a pre-tactical process for the activation of EG D701 (parts thereof). 
This, albeit temporary, arrangement sets a new precedent for UK ASM. 

 GAA and Highlands & Islands Strut of LAA: 
o Raised concern that Sollas had not been contacted earlier in ACP process 
o Annual fly-in not the only activity, members use Sollas and other beaches on ‘Long 

Island’ at any time of the year. 
o Suggested TDA redesign with eastern boundary dog-leg to avoid Sollas beach strip. 

3.6 Operational Considerations and Airspace Design Following Feedback 

Following stakeholder feedback and subsequent WebEx meetings with both the MOD and NATS 
(details contained at Appendix 9B), the resulting operational considerations are made: 
 

 The intention is for QinetiQ to manage SP-1 launch activity and associated ASM processes 
and procedures thereby removing the need for SP-1 to develop any bespoke procedures or 
need to apply separately for use of the D701 complex; 

 The TDA will be considered an extension of D701 and ASM processes and procedures will be 
mapped across accordingly subject to the conditions agreed in the Long Term Partnering 
Agreement (LTPA) Other Works Approvals (OWA) between QinetiQ and MOD (TEST Project 
Team (PT)), and LoA.  Both the OWA and LoA will be in place before the first rocket launch; 

 The MOD/QinetiQ/SP-1 LoA will detail conditions of use for D701 including Range capacity, 
priorities (not overriding MOD activities) and requirement for rocket and launch operators to 
have the appropriate CAA approvals and licences (it was noted that sounding rockets would 
be granted permission under the ANO and sit initially outside the Space Industry Act (SIA) 
2018); 

 QinetiQ use of the Hebrides Range, facilities and equipment all fall under the QinetiQ and 
MOD LTPA and as such require MOD approval; activities therefore, follow MOD guidelines 
and are subject to MOD Letters of Agreement associated with Range operations.  This 
includes OWA, regardless of customer.  Therefore, SP-1 activity remains under MOD 
jurisdiction through the OWA process and consequently, use of the Range (D701) is covered 
under extant LoAs and ASM processes and procedures. It is not considered appropriate to 
alter these extant LoAs to capture the TDA because of the temporary nature of the airspace. 
However, it is considered sensible and safer to mirror the ASM procedures contained in the 
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D701 LoAs when activating the TDA – this way all processes and procedures remain 
unchanged and are understood by interested parties.  It is acknowledged that for the final 
airspace solution this may not be appropriate.  

 Sounding rockets will be treated in the same manner as for rockets fired during ASD/FS21 
regarding due diligence and safety management processes conducted by QinetiQ who will 
meet the necessary Health and Safety Executive (HSE) legislation on safety and risk to third 
parties where the risk level must be at least As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP) if 
not ‘broadly acceptable’; it is considered and agreed with the MOD, that sounding rockets will 
be fired under the ‘live munitions’ descriptor for D701 Danger Area use; 

 QinetiQ will work with the rocket operator to establish the appropriate safety traces based on 
the MEB of the system and follow due safety analysis and processes accordingly; this data 
will form part of the rocket operator approval to operate; 

 It is anticipated that sounding rockets will be launched with a suppressed vertical ceiling to 
meet the restrictions of the ANO.  This will result in an increase in range of the rockets that 
will broadly fall into one of three categories, namely: 80km, 114km and 250km range.  To 
support these launches, the following D701 areas may need to be utilised and will be 
NOTAMed accordingly: 
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o 80km range – Two Options Figure 5: 

 D701C and D701 E; or, 

 D701A, D701B, D701C and D701Y. 

   

Figure 5: Sounding Rocket 80km Safety Range – Diagram Depicting Two Potential Options for D701 
Activation 

o 114km range – D701C and D701E Figure 6: 

 
 

Figure 6: Sounding Rocket 114km Safety Range – Diagram Depicting Potential D701 Activation 
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o 250km range – Two Options Figure 7: 

 D701C, D701E, D701F and D701TE; or, 

 D701A, D701Y, D701B, D701C, D701G and D701S. 

   
 

Figure 7: Sounding Rocket 250km Safety Range – Diagram Depicting Two Potential Options for 
D701 Activation 

 The orientation of the rocket launch will aim to be aligned with the existing D701 areas to 
minimise the number of areas needed to be activated;   

 Sounding rocket launches will occur post 1400 UTC (unless contained within D701A, B, C and 
Y – 80km range option 26) to prevent impact on the number of OEPs the Range is allowed to 
close as prescribed in the LoA that; defines the coordination, agreement and notification 
procedures for the use of airspace by MOD Hebrides Range within the Scottish Flight 
Information Region (FIR), the Shanwick Oceanic Control Area (OCA) and the Northern Oceanic 
Transition Area (NOTA) dated 1st Oct 2020 [C].  Where practicable, sounding rocket launch 
may be delayed beyond 1400 UTC, this later time may also be driven by MOD usage of D701.  
However, in response to the Heavy Airlines request to delay launch until post 1600 UTC and 
consider historical data on NAT traffic flows; the Sponsor suggested that later launches would 
form part of the discussion on timings with the ANSPs and MOD in accordance with the 
procedures detailed in the main LoA [C].  It is not however, intended to conduct a study into 
historical data on NAT flows given the limited number of expected launches using the TDA – it 
is recognised that this study may be necessary when considering the permanent airspace 
solution especially where launches are more time critical; 

 TDA activation, by necessity, will require elements of D701 to be activated as prescribed above 
dependant on the maximum range of the rocket.  Utilising the existing D701 structure for this 
purpose removes some of NATS concerns regarding 5LNCs being reserved with ICARD that 
allows circumnavigation of TDA however, it does induce the potential to activate more airspace 

                                                
6 In accordance with the extant main LoA [C], activities wholly contained within D704, D701A, B, C, D 
and Y can occur at any time without restrictions (paragraph C.2.1 of the LoA refers). 
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than is necessary to contain the hazard.  To reduce this risk NATS suggested an interim solution 
for launches in 2022 where the Sponsor should consider a more bespoke airspace design that 
does not rely wholly on the shape and size of the existing D701 areas.  Such design could be 
modelled specifically for sounding rocket profiles using a layered approach, similar to how the 
MOD use D701 but orientated on the SP-1 launch site.  It is recognised that this may be a more 
efficient use of airspace but the Sponsor considers that the consequential effects may outweigh 
any benefits; these consequential effects include but are not limited to: 
 

o TDA boundary within D701 would not be integrated into the systems and processes 
employed by the UK AMC and the Eurocontrol Network Manager (NM).  Therefore, 
unlike the D701 complex, this would not enable the harmonised and dynamic planning 
of the Air Traffic Management (ATM) network.  The TDA would therefore have to be 
built into the EUROCONTROL NM flight planning system (circa 6 months prior to 
activation) for each sounding rocket profile to enable the necessary safety testing and 
ATM impact assessments to be developed as well as applying the obligatory flight 
planning buffer zones; 

o The requirement for 5LNCs being reserved with ICARD that allows circumnavigation of 
the TDA (for each sounding rocket profile); 

o Renegotiating and designing complex LoAs specific to the bespoke TDA design; 
o The requirement for a significant update of Air Traffic Control and Range control maps 

as opposed to a single straight line connecting two existing ADQ coordinates; 
o Obtaining ADQ coordinates for each geographical point of the TDA; 
o MOD objection to having bespoke Danger Areas within MOD sponsored D701 and the 

confusion this could cause; and, 
o Developing bespoke ASM procedures specific to the TDA. 

 

 It should also be noted that the maximum number of launches in 2022 is highly unlikely to 
exceed 10.  This is less than two per month on average and given these launches will generally7 
occur post 1400UTC the impact on NATS and the NAT traffic is likely to be minimal.  As such 
expending the resource required to design, implement and above all manage a bespoke 
airspace structure, is not considered cost effective when balanced against using the existing 
D701 structure and ASM procedures.  

 

 Sounding rocket launch timings will remain flexible to work around MOD activity as necessary; 

 Benbecula DACS provision for D704 not relevant as D704 is not required for SP-1 operations; 

 QinetiQ is cognisant of HIAL ACP regarding removal of ATCOs and remote tower at Benbecula; 
work has commenced on Hazard Identification and additional procedures that SP-1 activities 
may necessitate.  It was suggested that it would be too late to include SP-1 Operations in the 
most recent update to the LoA however, since agreement has been reached with MOD on the 
use of D701 and extant procedures, this is being investigated further; 

 Extant Range procedures will be used for access to TDA and corresponding D701 areas by 
national security/emergency aircraft; 

 Extant ‘Clear Range’ processes and procedures will be in place for SP-1 activities; the safety 
trace will be monitored to ensure awareness of what is there using sensors/surveillance 
systems (including use of MPA where necessary); 

                                                
7 Unless contained within D701A, B, C or Y (see Figure 5 right diagram) where OEPs are unaffected. 
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 Deconfliction and coordination with other spaceports and MOD activities.  Members of the SP-
1 consortium are engaging with Sutherland Spaceport with a view to open discussion regarding 
any process that may be developed to deconflict coincident rocket launch.  However, this may 
not be relevant for the TDA in Jun 22 as it is not thought Sutherland are planning any launches 
this year.  Deconfliction with other MOD activity will be in accordance with current ASM 
processes as contained in the relevant LoAs and protocols pertaining to D701;  

 The SpOC will be informed of all necessary information regarding the launch, including the 
mission profile, tracking data, frequencies used, abort zones, etc; 

 This requirement, to provision details to the SpOC, is the responsibility of the launcher operator 
and the SIA regulator (CAA), and is linked to the granting of a launch licence. It supports the 
UK responsibilities under the Outer Space Treaty; and, 

 For commercial launches the launch operator also holds the responsibility for provisioning 
information to OfCom, the MCA, Environment Agencies, and a number on non-airspace related 
stakeholders.  

Sollas beach Landing Strip - It was suggested by the Sollas users that the TDA boundary should be 
realigned so as not to include the Sollas beach site as it was thought the Sponsor was utilising too 
much airspace, in particular to the North.  It is acknowledged that the airspace required for the TDA 
may be more than is absolutely necessary however, the safety analysis is working on a worst-case 
scenario for a number of possible trajectories and different sounding rockets which the full safety data 
is not yet available.  The option to have different trajectories are needed to minimise the impact on the 
ATM network for CAT and enable different combinations of the D701 areas to be utilised accordingly.  
Furthermore, using pre-existing ADQ validated reference points to determine the boundary line of the 
TDA does simplify the notification process as these points are already in the EUROCONTROL flight 
planning systems and do not require any additional validation.   

Recognising that the proposed TDA, when activated, will impact on the use of the beach landing strip 
at Sollas, the Sponsor, (using local knowledge from the Hebrides Range personnel/operators, 
Benbecula ATC and requested data from the LAA/Sollas Fly-in Coordinator), determined that the use 
of the landing strip outside the annual fly-in event, was extremely limited.  It is acknowledged that, as 
the landing strip does not have prior Permission Required (PPR) status, gaining exact data is not 
possible however, it is conjectured that there is probably less than one aircraft a week using the beach 
during the working week8 when the majority of the sounding rocket activity is likely to occur.  Moreover, 
the number of rocket launches during the TDA period is not expected to exceed five in total, so less 
than two launches per month.  When this is balanced against the infrequent use of the beach site, the 
probability of the two occurring at the same time (given the other factors such as tide and weather 
limitations for Sollas), is probably remote.  It was therefore decided that; undertaking the additional 
safety work to redesign the TDA and subsequent limitations this may pose to potential sounding rocket 
providers; and, conducting a third round of formal engagement, was not proportionate when balanced 
against the ‘potential’ impact on so few.  It is accepted that the location of the beach strip at Sollas will 
need to be considered when developing the airspace options for the permanent solution in ACP-2021-
12 and affected interested parties will be invited to participate in the engagement process.   

For the TDA activation, the Sponsor has offered to provide additional notification to the LAA when the 
launch timings are finalised (providing TDA activation times and duration, updates and cancellations 
as well as contact numbers for the Range).  Furthermore, SP-1 have agreed not to conduct any 

                                                
8 An assumption is made that, like other parts of the UK, GA flying predominantly occurs at weekends. 
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launches on the weekend of the Sollas annual fly-in 23 and 24 July 2022, to ensure this event is not 
impacted by SP-1 launches. 

FBZs - To address NATS and UK AMC concern regarding FBZs and lead in times (3 months to meet 
AIRAC cycle), the Sponsor proposed to NATS the following three potential FBZ options at Figure 8 to 
Figure 10 below:   

 

Figure 8: FBZ Option 1 

  

Figure 9: FBZ Option 2 
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Figure 10: FBZ Option 3 

NATS offered no preference and referred the Sponsor to the NM at EUROCONTROL.  However, the 
UK AMC suggested that this was not a EUROCONTROL decision and the FBZs simply needed to 
conform to CAA policy, namely 5NM around the TDA.  Therefore, the Sponsor is proposing Option 1 
as the FBZ and this is included in the draft AIP Supp insertion at paragraph [4]. 
 
Remaining Feedback - All other feedback is addressed through the operational considerations, 
namely by treating the TDA as an extension of the D701 complex with regard to extant airspace 
management notification and control procedures. 
 
3.7 Conclusions – TDA Design Post Stakeholder Feedback 

The proposed TDA is a relatively small volume of airspace and it is evident that this ‘fillet’ of airspace 
is of little concern to the majority of stakeholders apart from those using the Sollas beach landing 
strip.  Here, the interests of these stakeholders have been considered and deconfliction with the 
annual summer Sollas Fly-in agreed.  Furthermore, TDA activation notification will be provided well in 
advance to the necessary interested parties.  As recognised by the Sponsor, it is the subsequent use 
and activation of the adjoining D701 areas that causes disquiet and raises a number of issues.  The 
MOD were primarily concerned with the processes involved by which the D701 areas may be used 
for commercial operations and any subsequent impact on MOD operations – these are resolved 
through the commercial approvals process (OWA) and LoA between MOD/SP-1 and QinetiQ.  NATS 
primary concern is how additional use of D701, above and beyond MOD use, will impact on their 
operations especially transatlantic traffic and whether utilising D701 is the most efficient use of 
airspace where a bespoke design might avail more airspace to be used for CAT.  The Sponsor 
considers several of NATS other concerns are not specifically related to the TDA but would be more 
appropriately addressed in ACP-2021-12 and by the regulatory/government bodies. Other feedback 
(non-Mod/NATS) focused almost entirely on access to the TDA airspace and D701. 
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In considering the feedback as summarised in paragraph [3.5], the Sponsor proposes that all 
concerns and issues raised can be addressed through the operational considerations detailed at 
paragraph [3.6].  Although these are likely to satisfy the MOD concerns, and other stakeholders, it is 
unlikely they will meet all of NATS’ arguments however, as many of these are outside the scope of 
the TDA, the Sponsor would contend that the TDA proposal attends to most of the salient points with 
the exception of designing a bespoke volume of airspace within D701.  Here the Sponsor advocates 
that the benefits of using an existing airspace structure and associated ASM procedures outweighs 
any benefit of reducing the overall volume of airspace required for sounding rocket activities in 
particular given the limited number of rocket launches expected and the flexibility of launch times.  It 
is therefore proposed that the TDA should be configured as prescribed in Figure 1. 
 
 

4 AIP SUPP Submission 

4.1 Draft AIP SUPP Submission 

The following draft AIP SUPP information is proposed for Inclusion in the AIP SUPP publication on 2 
June 2022.  The details pertaining to new ‘Reporting Points’ remains work in progress. 
 
 

AIP SUPPLEMENT (CAA to insert number)/2022 

TEMPORARY DANGER AREA EG D (CAA to insert TDA identifier) – 13 JUNE TO 11 
SEPTEMBER 2022 

1. Introduction 

Between 13 June 2022 and 11 September 2022 up to five sub-orbital ‘sounding rockets’ are 
planned to be launched from the Spaceport-1 (SP-1) proposed launch site at Scolpaig, North 
Uist, on the Outer Hebrides, into the existing EG D701 Hebrides Range.  In support of this 
activity a Temporary Danger Area (TDA), as detailed in figure 1 below, will be established from 
2359 on 12 June 2022 until 2359 on 11 September 2022.  

2. Details 
 

 AMC – manageable 

 Upper Limit: UNL 

 Lower Limit: SFC 

 Activity: Ordnance, Munitions and Explosives (OME) 

 Service: Danger Area Activity Information Service (DAAIS): Scottish Information on 
127.275 MHz: 

 Contact: Pre-flight information: Range Control, Tel:  

 The TDA is sponsored by QinetiQ Ltd in accordance with Airspace Change reference 
ACP-2021-37. 

 Hours: Activated by NOTAM. 
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3. Activations 

TDA EG D (CAA to insert number) will be notified for activation by NOTAM no less than 24 hours 
prior to the planned activity by the UK Airspace Management Cell (AMC) via the Airspace Usage 
Plan (AUP).  

The period of activation for 13 June 2022 and 11 September 2022 is nominally expected to 
consist of five launch periods each in the region of two to three hours duration.  Spare launch 
days of similar duration will be required and will be notified accordingly.  The TDA will normally 
be activated in conjunction with one or more EG D701 areas, the latter being activated in 
accordance with extant Airspace management (ASM) processes, procedures and agreed 
protocols.  Where EG D701 areas are required in addition to EG D701A, B, C & Y, launches will 
occur post 1400 UTC to minimise impact on Oceanic Entry Points (OEPs).  

Cancellation of activities will be undertaken by the Swanwick Military Level 3 Airspace 
Management (L3M) function via the Updated Usage Plan (UUP) and NOTAM. 

4. Lateral Dimensions 

Area bounded by straight line joining: 
Point A - 573305N 0073017W with 
Point B - 574128N 0073703W and; 
Point C - 574923N 0071500W and; 
Point D - 573727N 0071811W and back to; 
Point A - 573305N 0073017W 
 

 

Figure 1: SP-1 TDA Location (in red) 
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5. Flight Planning Procedures 
 
5.1. Flight Plan Buffer Zone 

A Flight Plan Buffer Zone (FBZ) is associated airspace that defines the lateral and vertical limits 
for validating IFR FPL when the TDA is planned to be active. A FBZ (EG D (CAA to insert 
number)) will be established to provide a 5 NM buffer zone around TDA EG D (CAA to insert 
number), at figure 2, within the area bounded by joining successively the following points: 
 
Point A - 574536N 0074217W straight line to;  
Point B - 575332N 0072012W thence clockwise by the arc of a circle radius 5NM centred on 
574923N 0071500W to: 
Point C - 574841N 0070544W straight line to;  
Point D - 573644N 0070858W thence clockwise by the arc of a circle radius 5NM centred on: 
Point E - 573727 0071811W to; 
Point F - 573318N 0071301W - straight line to: 
Point G - 572856N 0072507W thence clockwise by the arc of a circle radius 5NM centred on 
Point H - 573305N 0073017W to 
Point I - 573105N 0073847W – straight line to: 
Point J - 573929N 0074536W thence clockwise by the arc of a circle radius 5NM centred on 
574128N 0073703W to: 
Point A - 574536N 0074217W. 

 

Figure 2: TDA with FBZ (in Blue) 
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5.2. FBZ Promulgation 

The FBZ shall be promulgated via the AUP/UUP but cannot be activated without the parent 
Temporary Danger Area also being activated. FBZ activation will cause the associated Flexible 
Use of Airspace (FUA) restriction to be activated, which will inhibit all appropriate flight planning 
through the reference airspace. FUA restriction and FBZ details may be found in Appendix 7 of 
the UK Route Availability Document (RAD). 

5.3. New Reporting Points 

For periods where the airspace is activated, new reporting points will be established in order to 
provide flight plan connectivity associated with available Direct Routings (DCTs) or within Free 
Route Airspace (FRA): {To be completed as required} 

6. Contact Details 

Any enquires regarding the content of the AIP SUP should be direct to the SARG Project Officer 
via airspace.policy@caa.co.uk. 

Booking, management or activation enquiries should be made to the UK AMC via the Military 
Airspace Management Cell, Tel: 01489-612495. 

Further enquiries (including issues or complaints) should be made to QinetiQ Airspace 
Change Sponsor for ACP-2021-37 via email: SP1ACP@QinetiQ.com. 
 
 
 

  

mailto:SP1ACP@QinetiQ.com
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5 Environmental Noise Assessment and 

Engagement 

5.1 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 

As part of the planning application for a vertical launch spaceport site at Scolpaig North Uist, the SP-1 
consortium has been required to commission a comprehensive EIA [D] for the site covering a multitude 
of rocket type launches both sub-orbital sounding rockets and orbital rockets.  The EIA is now available 
in the public domain at: 
https://planning.cne-
siar.gov.uk/PublicAccess/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=R4RKXJROGNG00  
 
The ‘noise’ and ‘noise & vibration’ sections of the EIA have been extracted and are contained at 
Appendix C-1 to this report.  It is considered that the detail presented at the Appendix meets, and in 
places exceeds, the requirements stipulated in CAP 1616 regarding the Sponsor ‘assessing the likely 
noise impact’.  The EIA includes details of the engagement process undertaken, questions and 
objections raised – these are referred to in the extract at the Appendix. 
 
The EIA does not consider the noise effect of aircraft flying below 7000ft that may have to deviate 
around the TDA when active, thereby changing the current noise profiles in the area.  However, as 
detailed at paragraph [3.4], it is anticipated that the TDA will have minimal impact on flights below 
7000ft and therefore, any subsequent changes in noise profiles is likely to be insignificant.  Given the 
very small numbers of aircraft movements likely to be affected by the TDA and corresponding low 
population in the area, further detailed noise analysis is not considered appropriate.     
 

6 Monitoring Complaints 

6.1 Complaints Process 

It is recognised that CAP1616 determines that Sponsors should have an appropriate complaints 
process to collate, monitor and assess any complaints once the TDA is in place.  The Sponsor intends 
to publicise the complaints process closer to the time of the first launch.  It is expected the process will 
be similar to that already in place for the Hebrides Range; this will be confirmed in due course and 
notified to all stakeholders accordingly. 

Furthermore, QinetiQ will monitor the success of the TDA and capture any issues through engagement 
with the key stakeholders, namely: MOD, NATS, Benbecula Airport, HIAL, Loganair, Sollas users and 
local helicopter operators supporting NLB, MCA and other emergency services.  All stakeholders will 
be encouraged to provide any feedback on the TDA through the SP1ACP@QinetiQ.com email 
address.  

https://planning.cne-siar.gov.uk/PublicAccess/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=R4RKXJROGNG00
https://planning.cne-siar.gov.uk/PublicAccess/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=R4RKXJROGNG00
mailto:SP1ACP@QinetiQ.com
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7 Next Steps 

7.1 DECIDE Gateway 

Assuming the CAA approves the TDA as described herein, the Sponsor will upload the appropriate 
redacted documentation including this report onto the airspace portal and inform stakeholders of the 
CAA decision.  A draft AIP SUPP will be drafted and forwarded to the CAA for approval; thereafter it 
will be sent to NATS AIS for publication.  
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8 Glossary 

Acronym Meaning 

5LNC 5 Letter Name Code 

ACP Airspace Change Proposal 

ADQ Aeronautical Data Quality 

AIP Aeronautical Information Publication 

AIRAC Aeronautical Information Regulation And Control 

ALARP As Low As Reasonably Practicable 

AMC Airspace Management Cell 

ANO Air Navigation Order 

ANSP Air navigation Service Provider 

AOs Airline Operators 

ASD/FS 21 At Sea Demonstration/Formidable Shield 2021 

ASM Airspace Management 

CAA Civil Aviation Authority 

CAP Civil Aviation Publication 

CAT Commercial Air Transport 

DA Danger Area 

DAAIS Danger Area Activity Information Service 

DAAM Danger Area Airspace Manager 

DAATM Defence Airspace & Airspace Traffic Management 

DACS Danger Area Crossing Service 

EG D UK Segregated Airspace Designator and Danger Area 

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 

FAA Federal Aviation Authority 

FBZ Flight planning Buffer Zone 

FIR Flight Information Region 

FRA Free Route Airspace 

FUA Flexible Use of Airspace 

GAT General Air Traffic 

GPS Global Positioning System 

HFD Hazardous Fragmentation Distances 

HIAL Highlands & Islands Airports Ltd 

HIE Highlands & Islands Enterprises 

IAA Irish Aviation Authority 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organisation 

ICARD International Codes And Route Designators 

LARA Local and sub-regional airspace management support system 

LoA Letter of Agreement 

LTPA Long Term Partnering Agreement 

MCA Maritime Coastguard Agency 

MEB Maximum Energy Boundary 

MOD Ministry of Defence 

NAT North Atlantic 

NATMAC National Air Traffic Management Advisory Committee 

NLB Northern Lighthouse Board 

NOTA North Atlantic Transit Area 
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Acronym Meaning 

NOTAM Notice To Airman 

OEPs Oceanic Entry Points 

OWA Other Works Approvals 

PPP Power Point Presentation 

PPR Prior Permission Required 

PT Project Team 

RP3 Reporting Period 3 

SAR Search And Rescue 

SIA Space Industry Act 

SOPs Standard Operating Procedures 

SP-1 Spaceport 1 

SUPP Supplement 

TCO Trials Conducting Officer 

UK SpOC United Kingdom Space Operations Centre 

US United States 

UTC Coordinated Universal Time 
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A List of Stakeholders  

2Excel Aviation 
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) 
Airfield Operators Group (AOG) 
Airspace Change Organising Group (ACOG) 
Airspace4all 
Babcock Aviation 
Benbecula & Barra ATC 
Bristow helicopters 
British Airline Pilots Association (BALPA) 
British Airways (BA) 
British Business and General Aviation Association (BBGA) 
British Helicopter Association (BHA) 
Gamma Aviation 
General Aviation Alliance (GAA) 
Guild of Air Traffic Control Officers (GATCO)   
Heavy Airlines 
Helicopter Club of Great Britain (HCGB) 
Highland Aviation 
Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (HIAL) 
Highlands & Islands Strut of Light Aircraft Association 
HM Coastguard Maritime & Coastguard Agency (MCA) 
Irish Aviation Authority (IAA) 
Light Aircraft Association (LAA) 
Loganair 
Ministry of Defence - Defence Airspace and Air Traffic Management (MoD DAATM) 
Ministry of Defence Danger Area Airspace Manager (DAAM) 
NATS 
Northern Lighthouse Board (NLB) 
PDG Helicopters 
Sollas Fly-in Coordinator 
Stornoway ATC 
UK AMC 
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B Stakeholder Engagement Records – Evidence 
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C Appendix C –Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Extract ‘Noise’ 

C.1.1 The pages below are extrapolated from the EIA that has been commissioned in support of the SP-1 planning application and 

provides the evidence to support the requirements of CAP 1616 regarding noise analysis associated with a temporary airspace 

change is reproduced: 
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Noise and Vibration EIA Extract (note: Page 2 is Intentionally Blank) 
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